The Fifth North American Summer School of Logic, Language, and Information
at the University of Texas at Austin

June 18–22, 2012
nasslli2012.com

Additional Courses:

- Johan van Benthem - University of Amsterdam / Stanford University
  Logical Dynamics of Information and Interaction
- Craig Roberts - Ohio State University
  Questions in Discourse
- Noah Goodman - Stanford University
  Stochastic Lambda Calculus and its Applications in Semantics and Cognitive Science
- Mark Steedman - University of Edinburgh
  Combinatory Categorial Grammar: Theory and Practice
- Chris Potts - Stanford University
  Extracting Social meaning and Sentiment
- Jonathan Ginzburg - University of Paris
  Type theory with records for natural language semantics
- Jeroen Groenendijk - University of Amsterdam
  Inquisitive semantics
- Shalom Lappin - King's College London
  Alternative Paradigms for Computational Semantics
- Tandy Warnow - University of Texas
  Estimating phylogenetic trees in linguistics and biology
- Hans Kamp - University of Texas
  Vagueness and context

Special Events:

- June 16–17: Bootcamp Session
- June 23–24: Texas Linguistic Society Conference
- Details regarding Call for Papers at nasslli2012.com

Registration: $175 (academic rate) / $400 (professional rate)
Student scholarships available, see website for application instructions
Accommodation provided for $70 / night (single) or $35 / night (double)

NASSLLI is sponsored by the NSF (BCS 1019206), the UT College of Liberal Arts, and the UT Departments of Linguistics, Philosophy, and Psychology.
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